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KRULL DIMENSION OF TENSOR

PRODUCTS OF ALGEBRAS 11

KVUNGHEE KIM

1. Introduction

Let A be a Noetherian k-algebra with finite Krull dimension and B =

A 0 k( x) where k is a field and k( x) is the rational function field. I
obtained some necessary and sufficient condition for K dim( B) to be
K dim(A) +1, in [3J. Also I got some sufficient condition. Here I present
some variation of the sufficient conditions given in [3J.

This paper consists of two parts. The first part talks about the suffi
cient condition for Kdim(B) = Kdim(A) + 1 and the second part is on
the sufficient condition for Kdim(B) = Kdim(A). Actually, the main
thrust of this paper is to adapt the ideas of Hodges and McConnell to
this situation. The work of them was on the differential operator ring
A[x; dJ. But much of the key ideas have useful analogues in this situation.

Throughout the paper A denotes a Noetherian k-algebra with finite
Krull dimension, B is a k-algebra A 0 k( x) and 5 is the set of nonzero
polynomials in k[xJ. Unless otherwise specified, we always tensor over
A.

PROPOSITION 1.1. A[XJS-l 3:! A 0k k(x).

Proof. (See the Proposition 1.1 Chapter II in [3])

PROPOSITION 1.2. If M is a Noetberian A-module, tben M 0 B bas
Krull dimension and Kdim(M) ~ Kdim(M 0 B) ~ Kdim(M) + 1

Proof. (see the Proposition 1.2 Chapter I I in [3])
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REMARK. Let M be an A-module and let M[x] be the A[x]-module,
M ® A[x]. Then the module of fractions M[X]S-l = M[x] ® A[X]S-l is
isomorphic to M ® B. (for detail, see [3] p.9)

2 Kdim(B) = Kdim(A) +1

REMARK. Kdim(M[x]S-I):5 Kdim(M[x]).

Consider the map which assigns an A[x]-submodule of M[x] to each
A[x]S-I-submodule of M[x]S-l. Then this map is one-to-one. So
KdimM[x]S-1 :5 KdimM[x]

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be an a-critical Noetberian A-module. H
N is a nonzero B-module of M ® B, tben Kdim{(M ® B)jN} :5 a.

Proof. Let N be a proper A[x]S-I-submodule of M[x]S. Then N n
M[x] is a proper A[x]-submodule of M[x]. Since M[x] is (a+ 1)- critical
(Proposition 9.3 [1]), Kdim{M[x]j(N n M[x])} :5 a. By the previous
Remark, Kdim{M[x]J(N n M[x])} ®A A[X]S-l :5 a

One the other hand, {(M[x] ® A[x]S-I)j«N n M[x]) ® A[x]S-I)} ~
{M[x)f(N n M[x])} ® A[X]S-l. Since A[x]S-1 is flat, the lefthand side
makes sence and (N n M[x]) ® A[x]S-1 is just N. Hence M[X]S-l IN
has Krull dimension :5 a and so does (M ® B)JN.

THEOREM 2.2. Tbe followings are equivalent:
(a) For eacb simple A-module M, EndAM is not stroungly algebraic

overK.
(b) For eacb simple A-module M, M ® B is 1-critical over B.
(c) For eacb ordinal a ~ 0, if M is a Noetberian a-critical A-module,

tben M ® B is (a + I)-critical over B.

Proof. It was proved that (a) and (b) are equivalent in Theorem 2.5
Chapeter IX, [3]. Since a simple module is O-critical, (b) is a particular
case of (c). So all we need to show is that (b) implies (c).

We will prove it by induction on a.
Ha = 0, it follows from (b). Assume that it holds for a-l(a > 0).

Let M be a Noetherian a-critical A-module. Note that if a module
M has the Krull dimension (3, then M has a submodule N such that
Kdim(MjN) ~ {3-1. So there is a proper submodule NI of M such
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that Kdim(M/Nt} ~ a-I. Since M is critical, Kdim(M/N1) must be
less than a-I. Hence Kdim(M/Nt} = a-I. If M/NI is not crit
ical, there is a submodule N 2 of M such that NI C N 2 C M and
Kdim(M/Nt}/(N2 /N1 ) = Kdim(M/N2 ) = a -1. If M/N2 is not criti
cal, we repeat the previous argument with M/N2 • Continuing this way,
we get a strictly increasing sequence,

But M is Noetherian. Hence it must terminate with some Nk for which
M/Nk is critical. Thus we get a proper submodule M1 of M such that
M/M1 is (a -I)-critical.

Since M 1 is also a-critical, we obtain a submodule M 2 of M 1 such that
M / M 2 is a-critical. Repeat this procedure. Then we get an infinitely
descending chain of submodules of M, M ::::> M1 ::::> M2'" such that
Mi/Mi+l is (a - I)-critical.

By induction hypothesis, (Mi/MHI) Q9 B is a-critical, for each i.
Hence Kdim(Mi ® B)/(MH1 Q9 B) - Kdim(MiJMi+l ) Q9 B = a for
each i. Thus we have an infinitely descending chain of B-submodules of
MQ9B,

MQ9B ::::> M 1Q9B ::::> M 2Q9B :::> "', such that Kdim(MiQ9B)/(Mi+1 Q9
B) = a. This implies that Kdim(M Q9 B) ~ a + 1. By Proposition 1.2
Kdim(M Q9B) :5 a+ 1. Hence Kdim(M Q9B) =a + 1. Proposition 2.1
shows that M Q9 B is critical. Thus, we obtain the desired result.

COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that for all a ~ 0, if if M is a Noether
ian a-critical A-module, then M Q9 B is (a + I)-critical over B. Then
KdimB = Kidm(A) + 1.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 4.10 ChapterIII, [3].

3 Kdim(B) = Kdim(A)

In this section, we investigate some sufficient condition for Kdim(B)
to be equal to Kdim(A). In contrast to the previous section, we need a
sequence of lemmas.

Throughout this section, M(x] denotes M ®A A[x] where M is an
A-module.
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n

Note. A[x] is a filtered ring by An = L Axi and M[x] is a filtered
i=O

n

A[x]-module by M n =L Mx i . Then A[x] is the associated graded ring
i=O

and Gr M[x] denotes the associated graded module over Gr A[x]. The
lattice of graded Gr A[x]-submodules of M[x] will be £gr(M[x]) and the
Krull dimension of this lattice will be denoted by Kgrdim(M[x]).

DEFINITION. IT U is an A[x]-submodule of M[x], we define lieU) to
be the A-submodule of M which consists of leading coefficients of poly
nomials of degree i in U, for each nonnegative integer i.

LEMMA 3.1. Let M be an A-module and let U, V be A-submodules
of M[x] with U ~ V. Then

(a) lieU) is a A-submodule of li(V) for all i.
(b) if lieU) = li(V) for all i, then U = V.

00

(c) if L lengeth of li(V)/li(U) is finite, V/U has finite length over
i=l

A.

Poof. (a) and (b) are Lemma 2.2 Chapter 11 in [3]. (c) we will prove
it by induction on n, where n is the sum of lengths.

IT n = 1, there exists some j such that li(V)/lj(U) is simple and
li(V)/li(U) = 0 for all i =1= j. Let W/U be a nonzero A-submodule
of V/U. Since W =1= u, l,,(U) c 1,,(W) for some k by (b). IT k =1= j,
lk(U) = lk(V) C l,,(W) ~ l,,(U)l,,(V). Hence k must be j. Since
lieU) C li(W) ~ li(V) and l;(V)/lj(U) is simple, Ij(W) = Ij(V). When
i i- j, we certainly have lieU) = li(W) = li(V). Thus, li(W) = li(V)
for all i and so W =V by (b). Hence V/U is simple and it holds when
n=l.

00

Now, assume that the statement is true if the sum L length of
i=l

li(X)/li(Y) is less than n, where X and Y are A-submodules of M[x]
with X ~ Y. IT V/U is simple, it is done. So assume V/U is not simple.
Let W be a proper A-submodule of M[x] such kthat U eWe V. Since
W C V, ls(W) c ls(V) for some s and hence the length of Is(V)/ls(U)
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is less than the length of li(V)/li(U). Then we get

L length of li(W)/li(U) < n.
i=O

43

By the induction hypothesis, W/U has finite length over A.
Since lieU) c It(W) for some t, the length of It(V)/lt(W) is less than

the length of It(V)/lt(U). Hence E length of 'i(V)/li(W) is less than
n. By induction hypothesis, V/W has finite length over A. With the
result of the previous paragrph, this leads to the conclusion that V/U
has finite lengeth over A.

DEFINITION .. Let V be an A[x]-submodule of M[x]. G(V) is defined
00

to be the R[x]-submodule of M[x], L li(V)x i. We see that G(V) is a
i=O

member of Lgr(M[x]).

LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a Noetherian A-module and let U, V be A[x]
submodules of M[x] with U S; V. If G(V)/G(U) has finite length in
Lgr(M[x]), then

(a) there exists a nonnegative integer k such that 'ieU) = li(V) for
all i 2:: k.

(b)li(V)/li(U) has finite length for each i.

Proof. (a) Since M is Noetherian, there exists a nonnegative integer
k such that lieU) = Ik(U) and li(V) = Ik(V) for all i 2: k. We claim

j 00

that Ik(U) = Ik(V). Suppose not. Let Uj = L li(U)xi +L Ik(V)xi+ i.
i=O i=O

Then
G(V) ::> Uk ::> Uk+! ::> •.. ::> G(U).

But G(V)jG(U) has finite length. Hence Ik(U) = lk(V) and (a) is
proved.

(b) IT i 2: k, li(V)/li(U) has finite length trivially. So let i < k.
Obviously, li(V)/li(U) is Artinian.

Assume that li(V)/li(U) is not Artinian. Then there is an infinitely
descending chain of A-submodules of M,
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This produces an infinitely descending chain of G(V)/G(U) ;

XdG(U):J X 2 /G(U) :J ...

00

where Xi = L Uj. Uj = Ij(U) for j < i, U1 = W1 and Ui = li(V) for
i=1

j > i. This contradicts the given assumption that G(V)/G(U) has finite
length. Thus, li(V)/li(U) has finite length for all i.

LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that M @ B is a simple B-module for each
simple A-module M. Then no B-module has finite length over A.

Proof. Suppose that there is aB-module N with finite length over A.
Then N has a composition series, N = No :J NI ::> •.• :J N n =<
o >, where NIs are A-submodules of V. By the given hypothesis,
(Ni/Ni+l) @A B is a simple B-module. Note that (Ni/Ni+l) @ B ~

(Ni @ B)/(Ni+I @ B). Hence we obtain a composition series of the B
module N@B;

On the other hand, there is aB-module homomorphism 9 such that the
following diagram commutes:

NxB
f

/g

N

vb

g£ = f

N@AB

v@b

Since 9 is aB-module epimorphism, N ~ (N @ B)/(Kerg) as a B
module.

Now, consider a composition series;
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By Jordan Holder Theorem, KijKerg ~ (NI®B)j(NI+I®B) ~ (N,jN'+l)®
B, for some 1. Since N ~ (N ® B)jkerg, (N,jNl+1 ) ® B is isomorphic
to a B-submodule of N, which has finite length over A and so is finitely
generated over A. But (N,jNl+ I ) ®A B can not be finitely generated
over A. This is a contradiction. Hence there is no B-module with finite
length over A.

LEMMA 3.4. Let M be an a-critical Noetberian A-module. Tben
£gr(M[x]) is (a + l)-critical.

Proof. It follows from 4. 2. 5. 1 in [4].

THEOREM 3.5. The followings are equivalent:
(a) For each simple A-module, EndA(M) is strongly algebraic over k.
(b)For each simple A-module, M ®A B is a simple B-module.
(c) For each ordinal a ~ 0, if M is a Noetherian a-critical A-module,

tben M ®A B is an a-critical B-module.

Proof. (a) {::} (b) It's just the Theorem 2.5 Chapter IV in [3]. (c) => (b)
Since a O-critical A-module is simple, (c) trivially implies (b). (b) => (c)

Consider a map ~ : £(M 0 B) ---? £gr(M[x)) given by ~(N) =
G(N n M[x]), where £(M ® B) denotes the lattice of B-submodules of
M ® B. It's obvious that ~ is an order preserving map. We claim that
if Nb N 2 E £(M ® B) with NI C N2 then dev {G(N2 n M[x])jG(N1 n
M[x])} ~ 1. Once this is proved, Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 4.5 in [2] imply
that M ® B is at most a-critical B-module. So, all we need to do is to
prove the claim.

Suppose that the claim is not true. then dev. {G(N2 nM[x])jG(NI n
M[x])} = 0 and so G(N2 nM[x])jG(NI nM[x]) has finite length(because

00

M is Notherian). By Lemma 3.2 we see that L length of {li(N2 n
i=I

M[x])j1i(NI n M[x])} is finite. So, (N2 n M[x])j(N1 n M[x]) has finite
length over A by Lemma 3.1 (c). Thus there exists a simple A-submodule
K of (N2 n M[x])j(N1 n M[x]). By (b),K ® B is a simple B-module.

On the other hand, Lemma 3.3 says that no B-module has finite length
over A if (b) holds. Therefore, dev. {G(N2 nM[x])jG(N1 nM[x])} must
be larger than o. Finally, the theorem is proved.
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COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose that for each ordinal a 2: 0, if M is a
Noetherian a-crItical A-module then M ®AB is an a-critical B-module.
Then Kdim(B) = Kdim(A).

Proof. It follows from the previous Theorem and the Corollary 4.7 in
[3].
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